I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays in the public channel, it is very easy to redistribute digital assets without owner’s consent. Similarly, private communication through internet is also a big challenge to safeguard the confidential message from an eavesdropper. The research work is targeted to solve both the issue through one algorithm. The proposed algorithm will be applied to digital color image watermarking and steganography. The main target of the research work is to allow only the authorized person to disclose the confidential message or watermark.

The proposed embedment method is spatial domain based and used in many digital Steganographic and watermarking techniques distinctly, because of their payload capacity. In data hiding, secrecy level of message or watermark can be increased by enhancing complexity level of embedment. The evolved algorithm is not easy to decrypt for detection of embedded confidential message or watermark. The research paper introduces a novel algorithm for color image watermarking[1]–[10].

II. RELATED WORK

The researchers have given algorithms used to embed information for private messaging and digital watermarking. The digital assets like color images are protected by a watermark. Similarly, different spatial domain based algorithms evolved for the secret message communication using the digital color images as a cover medium. The researcher used color digital images often used for information hiding because of their imperceptibility level, payload capacity, and easy availability. The related works stated have adopted text-based transformation and targeted to achieve better confidentiality. They carry out the clue of image transformation for further improvement in the secrecy level[11]–[14]. The encryption and embedded method of previous research has targeted a bit improvement in the confidentiality level. The grayscale images were targeted in this work. The researchers have given watermarking techniques for color images also but not in context with confidentiality level. The research work focuses on robustness watermarking scheme[15] The research[16] was targeted only one color channel of an image but they suggested work extension by targeting all three channels to increase payload capacity and enhance secrecy level.

III. METHODOLOGY

The review findings of the related works emphasize that it’s necessary to improve secrecy level. The proposed work has its focus towards the color image based watermarking and steganography technique. The image transformation is employed to increase secrecy level. The color channel is also used as a key to increasing secrecy level in confidential message communication. That is why the color images are suggested as cover images. The proposed work uses up to three color channels of an image to increase payload capacity and enhance secrecy level. The research paper aims at achieving imperceptibility and good PSNR value.

A. Matrix Transformation

A transpose of an image matrix is the resultant matrix generated by replacing all elements $a_{ij}$ with $a_{ji}$. The matrix transpose is denoted by $A^T$. The matrix obtained by exchanging A’s rows and columns and satisfies the identity

$$\left(A^T\right)^T = (A^T)^T$$

B. MP_2 Algorithm for Information Hiding

The proposed algorithm MP_2 having two sub-algorithms: first, Matrix Transformation Encryption and Embedment Algorithm (MTEE), second, Matrix Transformation Extraction and Decryption Algorithm (MTEDA) have been used by sender and receiver respectively. The MTEE has two inputs: first, is message/watermark an image and second is cover images for information hiding or targeted image for watermarking. The MTEE uses a message/watermark as an image. This message/watermark image is transformed matrix to a column vector. In the same manner, the algorithm converts any required numbers of color channels of cover / original image into a column vector one by one. Thereafter, message/watermark resultant data is embedded into cover/original image. The stego image is sent to the recipient. The MTEE algorithm process is shown in figure 1. The similar numbers of inputs are used by MTEDA, shown in figure 2. The first input is stego/watermarked image and...
the second input is a cover/original image. In this algorithm message/watermark is extracted by the recipient using first and second inputs. Then Key2 is applied to decrypt message/watermark. The color channel and message/watermark image size are symmetric keys used for embedment and extraction, encryption and decryption respectively. Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows the process flow of MTEEA and MTEDA, respectively.

The method of message/watermark encryption process takes place by converting the matrix to column vector and then after it is embedded to cover/targeted image. Key2 is a matrix size of a message/watermark image using it watermark is embedded. Without Key2, it is nearly impossible to know or recognize the confidential message embedded in the stego image. In the same manner, Figure2 shows how to extract the hidden information by applying Key1 and Key2 at another end. The MTEEA is used at the source, while MTEDA is used at recipient’s end. At both the places, Key1 and Key2 symmetric keys are used. The keys are sent separately.

**C. Matrix Transformation Encryption and Embedment Algorithm**

**Step-1** Input Cover/Original image (k).

**Step-2** Input message/watermark Image(s).

**Step-3** Repeat step 4 to 8 while I <=Key1

**Step-4** if message/watermark image==color image then first converts message image to grayscale.

**gs=grayscale(s)**

**Step-5** Transform message/watermark image matrix

\[ tm \{1 \times n \} = gs \{m \times n, I \} \]

**Step-6** Transform cover/original image’s channel for embedment

\[ tk \{1 \times n \} = k \{m \times n, I \} \]

**Step-7** Embedment process of message/watermark image into cover image/original.

\[ tk \{1 \times n \} = tk \{1 \times n \} + tm \{1 \times n \} \]

**Step-8** Substitute selected channel of cover/targeted image according to a number of channels.

\[ tk \{1 \times n \}, (step \ will \ be \ repeated \ according \ to \ key1) \]

\[ cimg=k; \]

\[ cimg \{m \times n, I \} = tk \{m \times n \} \]

(Note: The embedment channel and message/watermark image size are used as key1 and key2 respectively; in this case, Key1 will help to know how many channels)

The size of cover/targeted image must be greater than the size of message/watermark image. It is also noticeable in the algorithm that the cover image size can be higher in a linear
relationship with the size of message/watermark image to decrease the level of perceptibility [14]-[16].

D. Matrix Transformation Extraction and Decryption Algorithm

Step -1   Input Stego/Watermarked image (cimg).
Step-2  Input cover/original image (img)
Step-3  Repeat step 4 to 7 while I <= Key1
Step-4  Transform stego/watermarked image’s one channel (using a Key1 number of channels), matrix (m x n) to a column vector
        \[ tm\{1 \times n\} = cimg\{m \times n\} \]
Step-5  Transform cover/original image’s one channel’s matrix (using Key1) to message/watermark extraction
        \[ tk\{1 \times n\} = img\{m \times n\} \]
Step-6  Apply Extraction of message/watermark from cover/watermarked image by subtracting from stego/watermarked image
        \[ Exmsg = tk\{1 \times n,I\} - tm\{1 \times n,I\} \]
Step-7  Write extracted message/watermark on disk

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The algorithm is implemented and tested against a series of color images of different sizes. The research work experiments are done in SciLab environment. The experimental results are shown in figures. Lena original image of 512x512-pixel size is shown in Figure-3(a) used as a cover/original image. The figure-3(b) shows the stego/watermarked image of the same size. In the same way, Figure-4(a) shows the Baboon cover image of 1024x1024-pixels size in which message is to be embedded. The figure-4(b) shows the stego/watermarked image. The message/watermark images are shown in figure 3(c) and 4(c) while after extraction the resultant message/watermark images are shown in figure 3(d) and 4(d).

The analysis of the results stated that the input images and resultant images figure 3(a), figure 4(a) and figure 3(b), figure 4(b) respectively are visibly similar. In the same manner, the embedded message/watermark images, shown in figure 3(c), 4(c) are identical with extracted message/watermark images, shown in figure 3(d) and 4(d) respectively in reference to Human Visual System (HVS)[16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Cover/Watermarked Image Pixel Size</th>
<th>Cover/Watermarked Image PSNR (in dB) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>512 x 512</td>
<td>77.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>1024 x 1024</td>
<td>83.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researchers have also measured image quality of stego/watermarked images while implementing Matrix Transformation Encryption and Embedment Algorithm by observing Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) value, as shown in table 1 and the extracted message/watermarks’ PSNR value as shown in Table 2.
Table II. Extracted message/watermark image's Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stego/Cover Images</th>
<th>Message Image Pixel Size</th>
<th>Extracted Message/ Watermark PSNR (in dB) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>64 x 64</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>64 x 64</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

In a comparison of the algorithm, MP_1[16], this work focuses on up to three channels. That means all three channels can be used to embed information. The watermarked or stego images having good PSNR values[17]. The proposed algorithm embedded hiding information scattered through one or more channels of images that makes more complex to detect the secret message. This enhances the robustness[18] of the digital watermark or message. It was also observed that the extracted message/watermark image has highest PSNR value i.e. infinite in both the experimental results shown in Table 2. It is suggested that the message or watermark image size must be less than 256 x 256 pixels. It is also observed that the size of cover/targeted image should be of two times larger than message or watermark image.
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